Abstract-Differential signaling is often used for digital chip-to-chip interconnects because it provides common-mode noise rejection. Unfortunately, differential signals generally require 2 signal paths to communicate signals. In this paper, a method for differential signaling is described that requires as few as Index Terms-Chip-to-chip interface, differential signaling, maximum likelihood sequence detection.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, the noise margin on digital chip-to-chip interconnects has been decreasing for two main reasons. One reason is that supply voltages in digital CMOS processes are decreasing, thereby reducing the voltage available for driving I/Os. A second reason is that small signal swings are being used to reduce dynamic power dissipation on highspeed buses. It has long been known that fully differential signals effectively reject common-mode noise and even-order distortion terms. Since common-mode noise is prevalent on matched PCB traces, differential signaling is effective for both voltage [1] , [2] and current-mode [3] digital chip-to-chip interfaces. Fully differential signals are now used in the scalable coherent interface [4] , [5] and RamLink [6] standards. Unfortunately, a practical problem with their implementation is that two signal paths are required for each signal. For example, using fully differential signals for a 64-bit data bus would require 128 pins on each IC package and 128 PCB trances routed between ICs. These additional costs are often prohibitive. This paper describes a general technique for obtaining many of the advantages of fully differential signals while using a reduced number of signal paths. Specifically, N differential signals are communicated over as few as N +1 signal paths. In Section II, the basic idea is described. The technique is similar to partial response signaling except that the encoded sequence is transmitted in parallel over a set of wires rather than sequentially in time over a serial connection. Possible implementations are then discussed. As in partial response systems, the simplest approach is peak detection, which requires only N +1 signal paths and is discussed in Section III. Maximum likelihood sequence detection (MLSD) is another popular technique for partial response systems. It uses N +2 signal paths and is discussed in Section IV. Modifi- Publisher Item Identifier S 1057-7130(01)04202-1. Fig. 1 . A practical single-ended signaling system or "pseudodifferential" signaling with additional reference lines added after every four signal paths. cations to the Viterbi algorithm are described in Section V, which bring the performance of MLSD close to that of fully differential signaling using only N +2 signal paths. Theoretical and simulated bit error rate (BER) results are presented for each approach on a digital data bus. As in partial response systems, the approaches are general and multilevel signaling is possible. However, in this paper, results are only presented for a binary data bus. Finally, a system that combines this approach with constant-weight digital encoding is proposed in Section VI.
II. INCREMENTAL SIGNALS
In general, the problem is one of communicating N signals, x k ; 1 k N , over M signal paths, y l ; 1 l M . In a simple single-ended scheme, M = N and the receiver operates by comparing the signal on each path to reference threshold levels. Of course, the receiver is susceptible to common-mode noise on the bus. To combat this problem, practical single-ended systems often include reference signals transmitted along the bus to provide some common-mode noise rejection. This approach has been referred to as "pseudodifferential" signaling. For instance, a system with an extra reference line after every fourth active signal path is shown in Fig. 1 . Of course, this increases the pin count by 25%. Furthermore, there will always be some finite common-mode-to-differential conversion due to mismatches between signal paths along the bus. These mismatches can be minimized by comparing only neighboring signal paths.
Using fully differential signals requires M = 2N . The signals appear as the difference between neighboring matched signal paths, as shown in Fig. 2 x k = y 0 2k 0 y 0 2k01 :
The primes in Fig. 2 and (1) denote noisy signals at the receiver, y 0 k = y k + n k . Note that (1) implies that we have complete freedom to arbitrarily select one-half of the signals levels. 1 Clearly, there is some redundancy inherent in transmitting N signals over 2N signal paths. This redundancy is eliminated by having the signals appear incrementally as the difference between adjacent signal paths x k = y 0 k+1 0 y 0 k : (2) Using this scheme, hereafter called incremental signaling, the signals still appear differentially between two adjacent wires, so all of the noise-rejection advantages of fully differential signals are obtained using only M = N + 1 signal paths. However, in (2), there is only freedom to fix one signal path value, namely, y 1 .
A completely general incremental signaling system is shown in Fig. 3 . Several possible encoder/transmitter and receiver/decoder combinations are possible, each offering a different compromise between complexity and performance. Interpreting the received signals as the difference between adjacent signal path values as in (2) 
Therefore, popular approaches to encoding/transmitting and receiving/decoding partial response signals are also applicable here.
III. PEAK DETECTION
To keep the receiver hardware as simple as possible, the information bits can be precoded prior to transmission, as described in [7] . Specifically, the signal path values are encoded according to the following equation: where u k is the (possibly multilevel) information symbol being encoded and L is the number of signal levels to be transmitted on the bus. The receiver must then interpret the received signals modulo-L
The modular arithmetic in (4) and (5) has a particularly straightforward hardware implementation when the u k are binary signals. The modular addition in (4) can be performed by exclusive-OR gates y k+1 = y k 8 u k :
The modulo-L receiver can be just two differential comparators operating as a peak detector. A system block diagram of this approach is shown in Fig. 4 . Note that the precoder includes a cascade of N exclusive-OR gates. However, it is possible to shorten the logic's critical path if it is limiting speed through the use of carry-lookahead or pipelining techniques. Table I shows all of the signal values for a sample binary sequence of length N = 6 in the absence of noise. The receiver in of independent Gaussian noise on each y k , and = A=, then it can be shown that errors will occur with the following probability:
where Q(1) is defined as
For comparison, the fully differential system shown in Fig. 2 would have the following probability of error: Of course, since there are approximately twice as many lines being driven in a fully differential system, the power consumption is doubled. In order to take this into account, a normalized signal-to-noise ratio is defined as follows: SNR = (number of lines being driven) (number of information bits)
Equations (7) and (9) are rewritten in terms of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
Equations (11) and (12) are plotted along with simulation results in Fig. 5 . The theoretical and simulation results indicate a 3-dB decrease in the performance of a digital transmission system using a peak detection-based incremental signaling scheme compared with fully differential signaling. In the following sections, we shall see how it is possible to recover most of that 3 dB using somewhat more complicated receiver hardware.
IV. MLSD WITH THE VITERBI ALGORITHM
As in magnetic storage systems, which use partial response signals, it is possible to use MLSD for incremental signaling receivers. An incremental signaling system utilizing MLSD at the receiver is shown in Fig. 6 . Notice that no precoding logic is necessary. However, it is necessary to utilize N +2 rather than N +1 signal paths. The extra signal path appears at the end of the bus to terminate the Viterbi algorithm's trellis. Without this extra signal path, the last few bits on the bus would be decoded with approximately the same probability of error as a regular peak detection-based system.
It can be shown (Appendix A) that the probability of error using MLSD is bounded by the following expression:
This expression, along with simulation results, is plotted in Fig. 7 . The theoretical expressions from (11) and (12) are also shown for comparison. At high SNR, the bound in (13) provides an accurate estimate of the bit error rate. MLSD provides approximately a 1.25-dB performance improvement over peak detection-1.75 dB worse than a fully differential system. Of course, high-speed hardware implementation of the Viterbi algorithm is an area of ongoing research. A digital implementation of the algorithm would require an analog-to-digital converter operating on each signal path and considerable digital signal processing. Analog implementations such as those developed for magnetic storage applications [8] are more realistic. In some partial response systems, the use of an MLSD receiver provides a full 3-dB improvement in BER versus SNR. However, to achieve this 3-dB improvement, the Viterbi algorithm requires independent noise at its inputs [9] . In incremental systems such as Fig. 3 , the receiver takes the difference (10D) between signal path values that are already noisy. Therefore, any independent noise that appears on a given signal path y 0 k will [according to (2) ] appear on both x k and x k+1 . As a result, the noise on x k and x k+1 is correlated. This causes suboptimal performance of the Viterbi algorithm and a 1.75-dB performance penalty.
V. THE VITERBI ALGORITHM WITH NOISE CANCELLATION As described above, the Viterbi algorithm provides only a 1.25-dB performance improvement instead of 3 dB because consecutive values in the sequence x k are subject to correlated noise introduced by the (10D) operator. A similar problem has been encountered in magnetic storage systems where correlated noise is introduced by the magnetic media and by the receive equalizer. Several solutions have been proposed for magnetic storage systems. (See, for instance, [10] - [12] .) Generally, the approach taken is to cancel the correlated noise on each sample using a linear noise prediction filter. These techniques, sometimes called noise-predictive maximum likelihood detection, are excellent when the noise fits an autoregressive model. However, they are not as well suited to systems where the noise includes a common-mode (dc) term. In this section, a modification to the Viterbi algorithm is described that cancels both the correlated noise (using noise prediction) and the common-mode noise on x k resulting in bit error rates comparable to fully differential systems. First, noise prediction will be described in the absence of common-mode noise, similar to the approaches described in [10] - [12] . Then, a further modification is introduced to handle common-mode noise.
If there is no common-mode noise on the bus, the noisy received signals y 0 k will be made up of the transmitted value y k and independent noise n k . y 0 k = y k + n k : (14) Therefore, the differential signals at the receiver x k will include the desired received signal (y k+1 0 y k ) plus the noise terms n k and n k+1 Before calculating each branch metric in the Viterbi algorithm, estimates of n k (calledñ k ) are obtained iteratively using a noise prediction filterñ k = (x k01 0x k01 ) +ñ k01 : (16) In (16),x k01 refers to the expected value of x k01 corresponding to the survivor path that terminates in the branch under consideration. So, a different estimateñ k must be calculated for each branch in the trellis. For the correct path,x k = (y k+1 0y k ). Furthermore, assuming n k01 = n k01 , we have from (16) thatñ k = n k . The branch metric is then computed using (x k +ñ k ) instead of x k x k +ñ k = (y k+1 0 y k ) + n k+1 0 n k +ñ k :
The terms (0n k +ñ k ) in (17) cancel, resulting in a 3-dB performance improvement.
The problem with this approach is how to initializeñ 1 for the iterative computation in (16) . In the absence of common-mode noise, the following definition works well:
However, since (18) relies upon the single-ended signal y1 , any common-mode noise will appear on allñ k s and hinder the system's noise performance. To solve this problem, an estimate of the common-mode noise is calculated for each state in the trellis based upon the surviving path for that statẽ n CM = The termŷ t in (19) is the expected value of y 0 t corresponding to the survivor path for the state under consideration.
So, the procedure for computing branch metrics is 1) Obtain an estimate of the correlated noise termñ k using (16).
2) Obtain an estimate of the common-mode noiseñCM using (19).
3) Compute the branch metric as usual using the value x k +ñ k 0 nCM instead of x k . The combination of noise prediction and common-mode noise estimation will be called the Viterbi algorithm with noise cancellation (Viterbi-NC). The second term in (20), (1=k) k t=1 n k , represents the error in the common-mode noise estimateñ CM . This error term limits the noise performance of the Viterbi-NC algorithm to somewhat less than that of a fully differential system (Fig. 7) . As k increases, (1=k) k t=1 n k ! 0 andñCM ! nCM . Therefore, one would expect most of the errors to occur at the start of the bus when the common-mode noise estimate is still poor. Furthermore, the overall bit error rate should improve as the bus gets wider. As a verification, Fig. 8 shows simulation results for the Viterbi-NC algorithm at different bus widths
SinceñCM is an accurate estimate of nCM at the end of the bus, the following improvements are possible. , and keep the first half of the decoded sequence, u1 to u N=2 . This will be referred as the "parallel Viterbi-NC" algorithm.
2) Run the Viterbi-NC algorithm once. Then apply the algorithm again using the final (accurate) estimateñCM for common-mode noise. This will be referred to as the "serial Viterbi-NC" algorithm. Simulation results for the parallel and serial Viterbi-NC algorithms are presented in Fig. 9 for N = 32. Both algorithms show roughly the same performance as fully differential signaling. Also, these results were found to be relatively insensitive to the bus width N. Of course, the complexity of these algorithms is significant, and efficient highspeed hardware implementations are an open issue.
VI. BALANCED CODES
Another advantage of differential signaling over single-ended schemes is that switching noise both on-chip and radiated on the PCB are, to a first-order approximation, canceled since there are always an equal number of high and low signals on the bus. It is well known that an N-bit binary bus can be coded on (N + log 2 N) bits or less to have an equal number of ones and zeros at all times. (See, for instance, [13] or [14] .) As long as precoding is not used at the transmitter, these codes can be combined with incremental signaling, as shown in Fig. 10 . The resulting system would reject common-mode interference and minimize switching noise similar to a fully differential system, but with far fewer IC pins and PCB traces. For instance, a 32-bit bus could be implemented with just 38 interconnects instead of 64.
Interestingly, if a balanced code is used, all received signals can be terminated at a common point in the receiver, as shown in Fig. 11 . The resulting signal at y cm provides an estimate of the common-mode noise on the bus, which might simplify hardware implementations of the modified Viterbi algorithms described in Section V by takingñ CM = y CM .
VII. CONCLUSIONS
A technique called incremental signaling has been discussed which allows for N differential signals to be communicated via as few as N + 1 signal paths. It is possible to implement the technique using just two differential comparators per bit. Common mode noise and even order distortion terms would be completely rejected by such a system. However, the BER performance would be 3 dB worse than a fully differential system with respect to independent noise sources. One possible approach for regaining the 3 dB of lost performance is MLSD. Several algorithms for MLSD were presented and their relative performance is summarized in Table II . Although the exact numbers depend upon the noise model used for the data bus simulations, general trends can be identified. Using the modified Viterbi algorithms, it is possible to obtain practically the same noise performance as fully differential signaling using just N+2 signal paths. The techniques presented are all in length, so is the trellis diagram. Furthermore, it is known that the initial and final states of the correct path through the trellis must both be 0. Following the approach used in [15] we seek Pe(l), the probability that an adversary path from k = t to k = t + l which follows the state trajectory [ Assuming the Euclidean squared error of the detected sequence is to be minimized, a suitable branch metric is given by [16] .
b ji (k) = (j 0 i)u k 0 (j 0 i) 2 A:
The path "closest" to the correct one will deviate from it at k = t+1, then run parallel to it until k = l01. If only the closest adversary path is considered (a reasonable assumption for low bit error rates) all terms in the summation (21) 
A union bound for the probability of a bit error can now be obtained by summing Pe(l) over all possible values of l. 
The term (l 01) is included because (l 01) bit errors are caused by incorrectly choosing an adversary path of length l. The term (1=2) l02
represents the fraction of all paths of length l which have an adversary. Although the summation in (29) is finite, extending it to an infinite series has little effect on the result for any reasonable N . Hence, Abstract-This brief presents a systematic design methodology for digital-to-analog (D/A) converter macrocells for integrated VLSI systems. A generic behavioral model is included for system-level exploration to define the converter's specifications. The architecture and the sizes of the devices are then calculated using a performance-driven design methodology. Using a novel layout tool, the layout of the regular structures with complex connectivity, typical for D/A converters, is automatically generated. Finally, a detailed behavioral model is extracted, combining both complex dynamic behavior (glitch energy) and static behavior. A 12-bit and two 14-bit D/A converters have been designed using this approach. It is demonstrated how the applied methodology and supporting tools drastically reduce the total design time, thereby significantly increasing analog design productivity.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In today's world, the design of heterogeneous microelectronic systems on one chip is becoming feasible due to the ever decreasing feature size of the silicon technology. These systems implement functions that require digital blocks [digital signal processing (DSP), microprocessor, RAM/ROM, etc.] as well as analog macrocells [digital-to-analog (D/A) and analog-to-digital (A/D) converters, drivers, etc.]. The use of cores and other intellectual property blocks offers the design productivity boost that is needed to generate these systems in the shortening time-tomarket constraints. The design of analog functional blocks, however, requires a large amount of effort compared to digital or DSP systems, especially when large and complex blocks are considered-as, for instance, high-accuracy converters.
To tackle this problem, a number of approaches have been proposed. Analog synthesis tools promise an automated solution for the design of analog building blocks [1] . These tools use a top-down constraintdriven design methodology. Their application range is, however, limited to usually one or a few types of circuits, and only a few approaches cover the complete design flow from specification down to layout. In ASTRX/OBLX [2] , asymptotic waveform evaluation (AWE) and a relaxed dc formulation is used to speed up the optimization-based sizing process. This, however, limits the applicability of the approach to linear systems. A more general approach using plain-vanilla SPICE simulations is presented in [3] but requires exuberant CPU times. In [4] , [5] the high-level synthesis of the targeted class of A/D and D/A converters is covered, but the layout generation part is left to the designer. The AMGIE environment proposed in [6] automates the complete flow, from specifications over sizing synthesis down to layout, but is aimed at lower level building blocks. In [7] , the complete design cycle of a
